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Introduction

• A C compiler for the ULYSSE processor.
• Use of an existing compiler, GCC.
• GCC proposes a framework to port it.
• Simpler than rewriting a compiler from scratch?
MOVE Arch

- Transport Triggered Architecture.
- Only one instruction: move.
- Functional units on processor’s bus.
Adder example
ALU example
Conditional jump

\[ pc = \text{jcond} \ ? \ \text{addr} : \ pc + 1 \]
**MOVE** pros and cons

Software view:
- Instruction scheduling flexibility
- Less register file transfers
- Difficult to program (Compiler!?)
- Program size might be bigger

Hardware view:
- Simple decode logic
- Scalability: new FUs, number of busses (VLIW)

Performance view:
- Benchmarks are often written in C :)
- Seems not to be to most efficient!
GCC Overview

- move.h Target macros
- move.md Machine description

GIMPLE to RTL
RTL to ASM
//...
#define WORDS_BIG_ENDIAN 0
#define BITS_PER.Unit 32
#define BITS_PER_WORD 32
//...
#define STACK_GROWS_DOWNWARD
#define FRAME_GROWS_DOWNWARD 1
#define STACK_POINTER_REGNUM 1
#define FRAME_POINTER_REGNUM 2
//...
#define ASM_OUTPUT_LABELREF(stream, name) \
  fprintf(stream,"%s",name);
//...
#define Pmode QImode
#define FUNCTION_MODE QImode
Machine description

```
(define_insn "andqi3"
  [(set (match_operand:SI 0 "and_result_register_operand"
        "=Srandr,Srandr")
       (and:SI (match_operand:QI 1 "alu_a_register_operand"
                "Sralua,Sralua")
       (match_operand:QI 2
        "readable_register_or_immediate_operand"
        "Rra,i")))
   (clobber (reg:QI SUB R_REGNUM))
   (clobber (reg:QI OR R_REGNUM))
   (clobber (reg:QI ADD R_REGNUM))
   (clobber (reg:QI NOT R_REGNUM))
   (clobber (reg:QI XOR R_REGNUM))
   (clobber (reg:QI MUL_LOW REGNUM))
   (clobber (reg:QI MUL_HIGH REGNUM))
  ]
  ""
  "@ move \talu_b_t, %2;\t//and
move \talu_b_t, %2;\t//immediate and")
```
Examples

```c
int a, b, c;
a = b + c;
```

```scheme
(set (mem:QI (symbol_ref:QI ("a")))
  (plus:QI (mem:QI (symbol_ref:QI ("b")))
    (mem:QI (symbol_ref:QI ("c"))))
  )
```
Examples – cont.

```c
int a, b, c;
a = b + c;
```

```plaintext
(set (reg:QI mem)
  (mem:QI (symbol_ref:QI ("b")))))
(set (reg:QI alu_a)
  (reg:QI mem))
(set (reg:QI mem)
  (mem:QI (symbol_ref:QI ("c")))))
(set (reg:QI add_r)
  (plus:QI (reg:QI alu_a)
    (reg:QI mem)))
(set (reg:QI mem)
  (reg:QI add_r))
(set (mem:QI (symbol_ref:QI ("a"))))
  (reg:QI mem)
```
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Examples – cont.

```c
int a, b, c;
a = b + c;

move load_abs_addr, #b;
move alu_a, mem;
move load_abs_addr, #c;
move alu_b_t, mem;
move mem, add_r;
move store_abs_addr, #a;
```
Examples – cont.

```c
int a, b, c;
a = b + c;
```

```assembly
move load_abs_addr, #b;
move alu_a, mem;
move load_abs_addr, #c;
move alu_b_t, mem;
move mem, add_r;
move store_abs_addr, #a;

move load_abs_addr, #b;
move r0, mem;
move alu_a, r0;
move load_abs_addr, #c;
move r1, mem;
move alu_b_t, r1;
move r0, add_r;
move mem, r0;
move store_abs_addr, #a;
```
void func(int a, int b){
    asm("move %0, %1":"=Rwa"(a):"Rra"(b):"r"(b));
}
Memory usage

- code
- data
- free space

Stack:
- stack pointer
- stack
- local variables
- return address
- parameters
- local variables
- return address
Particularities

- readonly and writeonly registers
- trigger registers
- Almost one register class per register
- load, store and add split/macros
Further work

- Handle the case of spilling readonly and writeonly registers
- Make further tests
- Find a flexible way to add new FUs
- Latency aware instruction scheduling and other optimizations
- Low-level runtime libraries
- Standard C runtime libraries
- A linker
Conclusion

- RTL is much simpler than C
- ULYSSE assembler code is comparable to RISC with heavy register constraints
- We used some ”macros” to make it work
- All target independent optimizations of GCC can be used
- With runtime libraries, all possible C code should be compilable
Collection of Howlers

- For GCC a ”byte” is the smallest addressable data, i.e. 32bits in our case.

- ”Reload is the GCC equivalent of Satan” according to http://gcc.gnu.org/wiki/reload.

- Some global variables have sometimes exactly the opposite value that they should have when used in function where they aren’t aimed for.

- Some constants has to be declared twice because of "the chicken or the egg" dilemma.
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